STAND BY OUR LEADER.

SONG AND CHORUS.

Words and Music by
George M. Baker.

Allegretto.

1. Well stand by our leader Till victory is won. No foe shall a freeman dismay.

2. Well stand by our leaders Both gallant and true. For safely they'll guide us we know;

3. Come stand by our leaders Come rally once more. Unfurl the proud flag of the free! They'll guard well the nation And with Cleveland and Hendricks our brave loyal son, Nor falter till ours is the day. For pilot us through to victory in spite of the foe. Then navy restore, and make it the pride of the sea! Come
freedom and justice. We ever shall strive, Our country from traitors will save. Then
fall in for Cleveland For surely he'll win, Defeat he has never yet known. And
stand up ye freeman And dare now to show That yours is the power to day. Come,

down with oppression, And let the land thrive, The land of the free and the brave.
Hen-dricks, remember This time will go in With a vote that will give us our own.
route the bold grabbers Tis time they should go, Come, comrades, to victory a way.

CHORUS.

SOPR.

ALTO.

TENOR.

BASS.

PIANO.

Cheer, boys! Cheer, boys! Let us stand by our Chief with a

Cheer, boys! Cheer, boys! Let us stand by our Chief with a
cheer, For we know that he's brave and true...

cheer, For we know that he's brave and true...

day of relief and of triumph is near, Then three cheers for the Red, White and Blue...
day of relief and of triumph is near, Then three cheers for the Red, White and Blue...